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Stochastic Pronunciation Modelling for
Out-of-Vocabulary Spoken Term Detection
Dong Wang, Student Member, IEEE, Simon King, Senior Member, IEEE, and Joe Frankel
Abstract—Spoken term detection (STD) is the name given to
the task of searching large amounts of audio for occurrences
of spoken terms, which are typically single words or short
phrases. One reason that STD is a hard task is that search terms
tend to contain a disproportionate number of out-of-vocabulary
(OOV) words. The most common approach to STD uses subword
units. This, in conjunction with some method for predicting
pronunciations of OOVs from their written form, enables the
detection of OOV terms but performance is considerably worse
than for in-vocabulary terms. This performance differential can
be largely attributed to the special properties of OOVs.
One such property is the high degree of uncertainty in the
pronunciation of OOVs. We present a stochastic pronunciation
model (SPM) which explicitly deals with this uncertainty. The key
insight is to search for all possible pronunciations when detecting
an OOV term, explicitly capturing the uncertainty in pronunci-
ation. This requires a probabilistic model of pronunciation, able
to estimate a distribution over all possible pronunciations. We
use a joint-multigram model (JMM) for this and compare the
JMM-based SPM with the conventional soft match approach.
Experiments using speech from the meetings domain demonstrate
that the SPM performs better than soft match in most operating
regions, especially at low false alarm probabilities. Furthermore,
SPM and soft match are found to be complementary: their
combination provides further performance gains.
Index Terms—Spoken term detection, speech recognition, pro-
nunciation modelling, letter-to-sound, out-of-vocabulary
I. INTRODUCTION
SPOKEN term detection (STD), defined by NIST in 2006[1], enables the searching of large quantities of audio
without recourse to computationally-expensive processing of
the audio signal every time a query is performed. Due to
its fundamental importance in research and potential value in
practice, STD has received much interest, e.g., [2]–[11].
A. Spoken term detection
The standard architecture of a STD system, as illustrated
in Fig. 1, comprises an automatic speech recognition (ASR)
subsystem that transcribes speech into an intermediate repre-
sentation – usually word or subword lattices – and a detection
subsystem that searches the lattices for query terms. In STD, a
hypothesised occurrence is called a detection; if the detection
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corresponds to an actual occurrence, it is called a hit, otherwise
it is a false alarm (FA). Occurrences that are not detected by
the system are called misses.
Fig. 1. The standard STD architecture: a speech recogniser converts speech
into word/subword lattices; a term detector searches these lattices for potential
occurrences of the search terms; a decision maker decides whether each
detection is reliable. The NIST tool is used to evaluate detection performance,
in terms of ATWV and DET curves.
We define a detection of a search term K as ‘a finding of
a partial path in the lattice that represents K’, and denote it
as a tuple d that encapsulates all the information available to
this detection:
d = (K, τ = (ts, te), va, vl, ...) (1)
where va, vl represent the acoustic score and language model
score respectively, and τ denotes the speech segment from ts
to te where the detection resides. Other informative factors
such as the pronunciation probability or soft match cost that
we will present shortly are denoted by “...”.
Each putative detection is assigned a confidence measure, or
simply a confidence, by which the decision maker determines
if the detection is reliable enough to be accepted. Letting Ktets
denote the event that term K appears in the speech segment
starting at time ts and ending at time te, the confidence of
d = (K, τ = (ts, te), ..) can be evaluated by the posterior
probability that the event Ktets appears given speech O. This
is formulated as
c(d) = P (Ktets |O) (2)
where c(d) denotes the confidence of the detection d.
In practice, P (Ktets |O) is usually computed from the lattice
[12] as follows,
clat =
∑
piα,piβ
p(O|piα,Ktets , piβ)P (piα,Ktets , piβ)∑
ξ p(O|ξ)P (ξ)
(3)
where piα and piβ denote any path before and after K, with
piα starting from the beginning of the speech and piβ finishing
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at the end; ξ denotes any complete path through the lattice.
This confidence, which we call the lattice-based confidence
in this work, has been widely used in STD [7], [10], [13]–
[15]. To distinguish it from other confidences we will introduce
shortly, we denote it by clat. Overlapped detections are merged
into a single detection, with the highest confidence amongst
these detections being assigned to the merged detection. With
confidence estimated, the decision maker asserts a detection
by comparing its confidence with a threshold value that can
be determined by parameter tuning on a development set.
To evaluate STD performance, NIST defines a metric called
average term-weighted value (ATWV) [1], which integrates the
missing and false alarm probabilities of each term into a single
value and then averages over all terms. This is formulated as
follows:
ATWV =
1
|∆|
∑
K∈∆
(
NKhit
NKtrue
− β N
K
FA
T −NKtrue
) (4)
where ∆ denotes the set of search terms and |∆| is the number
of terms in this set. NKhit and N
K
FA represent the number of
hits and false alarms of term K respectively, and NKtrue is the
number of actual occurrences of K in the audio. T denotes
the audio length in seconds, and β is a weight factor.
Besides ATWV, NIST also uses detection error tradeoff
(DET) curves [16] to evaluate the performance of a STD
system working at various hit/FA rates. Both ATWV and DET
curves are used in this paper.
Another metric commonly used in keyword spotting is the
figure of merit (FOM), defined as the averaged detection rate
over false alarms from 0 to 10 per hour, or roughly the
detection rate with 5 false alarms per hour [17]. A particular
feature of FOM is that this metric tests the discriminative
power of confidence measures without considering any bias,
which makes it quite useful in system development, as we will
discuss in Section III-B.
B. Out-of-vocabulary (OOV) term detection
Unlike conventional keyword spotting, STD is an open-
vocabulary task. Queries, which are unknown at the time the
system is constructed and may contain OOV words, must be
handled without re-processing the speech.
OOV words are those words absent from the system dic-
tionary. Some words are OOV simply because the system
vocabulary has a fixed size, whereas others arise from the
dynamics of human language. One estimate is that about
20,000 new words are coined each year [18].
In STD, OOV terms are those containing one or more OOV
words. Terms containing only in-vocabulary words are called
in-vocabulary (INV) terms. OOV terms present a significant
challenge to STD; in one real spoken document retrieval
system, 12% of queries contained OOV terms [19]. Since
new words are continually being created, even a very large,
but fixed, vocabulary STD system will eventually receive a
significant numbers of OOV queries.
C. Motivations
The usual approach to detecting OOV terms employs sub-
word units [6], [8], [20]: search terms are converted to a sub-
word sequence (usually phonemes) by letter-to-sound (LTS)
conversion. This sequence is then searched for in previously-
generated subword lattices or transcripts [11], [20]. In this
paper, we use a phoneme-based system.
STD performance is usually much worse for OOV terms
than INV terms. Reasons for this include more speech tran-
scription errors and incorrect pronunciation predictions. We
hypothesise that OOV terms have a particularly high degree
of uncertainty in pronunciation, more phonetic/phonotactic
diversity, and are more weakly modelled by the acoustic and
language models.
We hypothesise that OOV STD can be improved by address-
ing these special properties of OOV terms. Here, we focus
on the high degree of pronunciation uncertainty. Different
from INV detection, this uncertainty to a large extent comes
from less standardised pronunciations used by speakers (e.g.,
because they are unfamiliar with the OOV words). We call
this lexical deviation, which is quite different from acoustic
variation and therefore can not be fully compensated for by
commonly employed soft match techniques (e.g. [21]–[24]).
This paper presents a stochastic pronunciation modelling
(SPM) approach to deal with lexical deviation. In this ap-
proach, we use a probabilistic pronunciation model to predict
all possible pronunciations of a search terms if it is OOV,
and then search for all these pronunciations in term detection;
this amounts to treating pronunciation as a hidden variable,
and integrating it out. The confidence of a detection is then
composed from the confidence given by the pronunciation
model and the usual confidence from lattice search. We
implement the SPM using a joint-multigram model.
Compared to our previous work [25], [26], we are now able
to present a clearer understanding of the particular variation
exhibited in pronunciations of OOV terms, including a sub-
jective experiment to illustrate this; we also now propose a
complete theory of stochastic pronunciation modelling and re-
port more reliable experimental results than previously given.
In the rest of the paper, we start by discussing the issue
of pronunciation uncertainty, focusing on lexical deviation of
OOV terms. In Section III, we present the SPM and show
how to use it to deal with lexical deviation; we also compare
SPM with soft match and show that these two techniques are
complementary and can be combined. An implementation of
SPM based on a joint-multigram model (JMM) is presented
in Section IV. In Section V, we describe our experiments and
report results. Section VI concludes with some thoughts on
future work.
II. OOV PRONUNCIATION UNCERTAINTY
A. OOV Uncertainty
Uncertainty is ubiquitous in speech and is a major challenge
to STD, particularly with respect to OOV term detection. OOV
terms (i.e., their phonemic pronunciations) are more likely to
be misrecognised and pronunciation prediction usually suffers
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from a high error rate [27]–[31]. Speakers, when encounter-
ing a novel term, vary their speaking style: they may slow
down, examine the spelling structure, guess the pronunciation,
hesitate, and so on. This leads to more acoustic variation.
The pronunciations chosen for OOV terms may vary between
speakers more than for INV terms, leading to lexical deviation
which does not exist in INV terms. The interaction between
acoustic variation and lexical deviation makes OOV terms
rather difficult to deal with.
The lattice-based approach [32]–[35] is widely used to
mitigate recognition errors. Better LTS models can be used,
such as joint-multigram models [6]. Soft match is the most
common technique for mitigating acoustic variation; it allows
for some mismatch between the pronunciation predicted for
the search term and the phoneme sequences in the lattice and
typically involves a penalty based on either edit distance [13],
[36], [37], acoustic confusion [21], [22], [24], [38] or model
distance [39], [40]. Lexical deviation, however, has not been
widely investigated until recently [3], [25].
B. Acoustic variation and lexical deviation
Compared to acoustic variation that has been widely recog-
nised for some time [41]–[45], lexical deviation is less of
concern. For illustration, consider the word ‘Buccleuch’, a
Scottish place name and part of the street name where our
research group once resided. It is a typical OOV term and
its correct pronunciation is not always correctly predicted
by speakers unfamiliar with the word. We surveyed 100
participants via Amazon’s Mechanical Turk (mTurk). For each
word in a list of 50 OOV terms including, we asked them
to select a single pronunciation from a list we provided;
pronunciations were represented using the IPA (which was
explained to them by way of example words). The results
for the word ‘Buccleuch’ are shown in Table I, where ‘Pron.’
denotes the pronunciation variants, and ‘#’ denotes the number
of participants that chose each variant. We see that there
is not a single predominant pronunciation; on the contrary,
people selected a variety of pronunciations, leading to lexical
deviation.
Although both are ‘pronunciation variation’ and are inter-
connected, lexical deviation differ from acoustic variation in
several ways. Firstly, acoustic variation arises during speech
production, while lexical deviation arises during speech plan-
ning. Secondly, acoustic variation is subtle and is affected
by factors such as environment, emotion, speaking rate, etc.,
whereas lexical deviation is perhaps more stable within a
given speaker but varies across speakers, for reasons including
demographic factors such as native language, social status,
etc. Finally, acoustic variation can be compensated for by soft
TABLE I
VARIOUS PRONUNCIATIONS OF WORD ‘BUCCLEUCH’
Pron. # Pron. # Pron. #
buklju: 15 buklu: 36 b2klu: 9
b2klju: 7 buklju:Ù 14 b2klju:Ù 10
b2klu:Ù 3 b2klju:Ù 3 others 3
match, but lexical deviation can only be properly compensated
for in the pronunciation prediction model.
Lexical deviation can be described by a probabilistic distri-
bution over pronunciations that we might expect from speakers
when uttering OOV words or terms in the data being searched.
Fig. 2 summarises these pronunciation distributions of the 50
OOV terms we surveyed through mTurk. It can be seen that
many terms have several pronunciations and that representing
each with only the single most likely pronunciation would fail
to account for a substantial probability mass. Further analysis
shows that names of foreign cities and technical terms tend
to be more confusing and thus demonstrate more variability
in pronunciation. This motivates the stochastic pronunciation
modelling approach that we present in the next section.
III. STOCHASTIC PRONUNCIATION MODELLING
A. Stochastic pronunciation modelling
Motivated by the finding that each pronunciation variant of
an OOV term is spoken by a certain proportion of speakers, we
propose to use the probability distribution P (Q|K) to model
lexical deviation. P (Q|K) is the probability that term K is
pronounced using pronunciation Q, and so can be called a
stochastic pronunciation model.
We now use the pronunciation model P (Q|K) to deal with
lexical deviation in OOV term detection. Motivated by the
idea that a detection based on any possible pronunciation of a
search term might contribute a correct detection, we consider
all possible pronunciations during lattice search. In order to
represent detections that are found as the result of different
pronunciations, we first extend the definition of a detection to
be
d = (K,Q, τ, va, vl, ...) (5)
where Q is the pronunciation which lead to detection d. With
this extended definition, we immediately notice that the lattice-
based confidence of (3) should be defined as the posterior
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 100
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n
Fig. 2. Pronunciation distribution of 50 OOV terms, surveyed from 100
participants through mTurk. The x-axis represents the different pronunciations
of each term in descending order of usage frequency and the y-axis represents
the relative usage frequency.
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probability of pronunciation Q instead of term K, given the
speech:
clat(d) = P (Qtets |O) (6)
where Qtets denotes pronunciation Q appearing in the speech
segment from time ts to time te, where ts and te are obtained
from the tuple d.
Furthermore, different pronunciations have different prior
probabilities, which must be taken into account by forming a
composite confidence.
The composite confidence can be derived from a hier-
archical speech generation framework, in which a term K
randomly generates a pronunciation Q following P (Q|K),
and pronunciation Q randomly generates a speech segment O
following p(O|Q). The event posterior probability P (Ktets |O)
in (2) then can be factorised as follows:
P (Ktets |O) =
∑
Q
P (Ktets , Q|O) (7)
=
∑
Q
P (K,Qtets |O) (8)
=
∑
Q
P (Qtets |O)P (K|O,Q) (9)
=
∑
Q
P (Qtets |O)P (K|Q) (10)
where Q represents any possible pronunciation of K. A ‘layer
separation’ assumption has been applied in deriving (10) from
(9): we assume K and O are independent given Q. (10)
indicates that detecting a search term equals to detecting all its
pronunciations, and the confidence of a term occurring within
a speech segment can be obtained by summing the confidences
of the detections of all its pronunciations, if we define the
confidence of a detection as follows:
c(d) = P (Qtets |O)P (K|Q). (11)
where K and Q are obtained from the tuple d.
In practice, we find modelling P (Q|K) (‘letter-to-sound’)
gives better performance than model P (K|Q) (‘sound-to-
letter’)1. Assuming that P (Q) and P (K) have uniform dis-
tributions, we arrive at:
c(d) = P (Qtets |O)P (Q|K). (12)
Note that P (Qtets |O) is just the lattice-based confidence
defined in (6), and P (Q|K) represents lexical deviation. We
will call P (Q|K) the pronunciation confidence:
cpron(d) = P (Q|K) (13)
where Q and K are obtained from the tuple d. Now the
composite confidence of detection d of term K found with
pronunciation Q can be written as:
cspm(d) = clat(d)1−γcpron(d)γ (14)
1This might be because these models are trained on dictionaries, which are
always organised as a mapping from spelling to pronunciations.
where we have introduced an interpolation factor γ to balance
the contribution of clat and cpron. Note that the pronun-
ciation confidence represents lexical deviation and is given
by a stochastic pronunciation model. Therefore, we call this
approach stochastic pronunciation modelling (SPM).
According to (10), all detections of K that share the same
starting and ending time should be merged as a single detection
with their confidences being summarised. In practice, the
possibility that two pronunciations of a term are detected in the
same speech segment is not significant, so we simply assign
the highest confidence to the merged detection, i.e.,
P (Ktets |O) = maxi cspm(di) (15)
where di = (K,Qi, τ = (ts, te), ...). This approximation
simplifies the term search algorithm and is consistent with
our approach to dealing with overlapped detections presented
in Section I-A.
B. SPM and confidence bias
The composite confidence derived in the previous section
does not necessarily lead to optimal STD. The decision maker
(Fig. 1) determines whether a detection is a reliable hit
or a false alarm: this is a binary classification task with
ATWV (defined in (4)) as the loss function. According to
decision theory, an optimal decision for this task requires an
unbiased classification posterior probability P (Chit|d) where
Chit denotes the hit class. Any other confidence biased from
P (Chit|d) is invalid, even if it possesses the same discrimi-
native power as P (Chit|d).
If we assume the speech transcription (i.e., the subword
lattice) includes all possible non-K terms (i.e., all terms that
lead to d as a false alarm), then the event posterior probability
P (Ktets |O) can be regarded as P (Chit|d). In practice, how-
ever, this is not always true: both the system dictionary and
language model are limited, which means that P (Ktets |O) is
very likely to be biased with respect to P (Chit|d). Moreover,
any additional assumptions and approximations will introduce
further biases. For example, we assumed that P (Q) and P (K)
are uniform in order to derive (11), the lattice-based approach
itself is an approximation, and the maximisation in (15) is an-
other approximation. These assumptions and approximations
cause the composite confidence to be biased with respect to
the ideal classification posterior probability; this may lead to
suboptimal STD performance.
We have shown in previous work [46] that a linear remedy
can be used to ameliorate the bias problem for the lattice-
based confidence. With SPM, however, the bias problem
is more significant. On one hand, more assumptions have
been introduced; on the other hand, the interpolation factor
inevitably changes the value of the confidence (see (14)).
The highly biased confidence makes optimising the linear
remedy rather challenging, especially when this optimisation
is interweaved with the optimisation of the interpolation factor.
To solve this problem, we designed a two-step optimisation
approach: first the interpolation factor γ is selected to optimise
the discriminative power of the composite confidence, then
the parameters of the linear remedy are selected to optimise
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the loss function, ATWV. Since the linear remedy does not
change the discriminative power of the confidence, we arrive at
a confidence that is optimal in the sense of both discriminative
power and bias. Since the FOM metric concerns discriminative
power only, we use it as the objective function of the first
optimisation.
C. Soft match
A widely used approach to pronunciation uncertainty treat-
ment is soft match. This approach allows a degree of mismatch
between the phoneme sequence for search (i.e., pronunciation)
and the detected phoneme sequence, so that it is able to com-
pensate for pronunciation variations and transcription errors.
To conduct a comparative study for SPM, we implemented the
soft match approach as well.
In order to allow soft match, we extend the definition of a
detection as follows,
d = (K,Q, Qˆ, τ, va, vl, ...) (16)
where Q is the pronunciation and Qˆ is the detected phoneme
sequence. The lattice-based confidence, therefore, should be
re-defined as follows,
clat(d) = P (Qˆtets |O) (17)
where Qˆtets denotes that the detected phoneme sequence Qˆ
starts from time ts in the audio and ends at time te.
As in the SPM-based approach, we derive the composite
confidence of a detection with soft match from the hierarchical
speech generation framework, in which a term K generates a
predicted pronunciation Q, and Q randomly generates a found
phoneme sequence Qˆ, following P (Qˆ|Q); finally Qˆ randomly
generates a speech segment O following P (O|Qˆ). Starting
from the event posterior probability P (Ktets |O), we have,
P (Ktets |O) =
∑
Qˆ
P (Qˆtets , Q|O) (18)
=
∑
Qˆ
P (Qˆtets |O)P (Q|O, Qˆ) (19)
=
∑
Qˆ
P (Qˆtets |O)P (Q|Qˆ) (20)
(21)
where Q has replaced K as it is determinately generated
by K, and a layer separation assumption has again been
applied to get from (19) to (20). Similarly to SPM, this
indicates that detecting a term (or its pronunciation) is equal to
detecting all the pronunciations allowed by soft match, and the
confidence of detecting the term can be computed by summing
the confidences of all detections being found with these ‘soft
matched’ pronunciations sharing the same starting and ending
time, if we define the confidence of a single detection as:
c(d) = P (Qˆtets |O)P (Q|Qˆ) (22)
where Q and Qˆ are obtained from the tuple d. Note that
P (Qˆtsts |O) is the lattice-based confidence, and P (Q|Qˆ) rep-
resents the match degree between Q and Qˆ.
Again, let us assume uniform P (Q) and P (Qˆ) and introduce
an interpolation factor µ; the composite confidence is then
obtained as follows,
csoft(d) = P (Qˆtets |O)1−µP (Qˆ|Q)µ (23)
= clat(d)1−µcmatch(d)µ (24)
where csoft(d) indicates that it is a composite confidence
based on soft match, and
cmatch(d) = P (Qˆ|Q) (25)
has been explicitly defined to represent the degree of match
between the found and predicted pronunciations, which we
call the match confidence.
A widely used approach to compute P (Qˆ|Q) is based on a
confusion matrix [21]–[24], [47]–[50]. In this approach, the in-
sertion/deletion/substitution probabilities of phoneme pairs are
estimated by a forced alignment between phoneme recognition
output on the development set and the canonical transcription,
which forms a confusion matrix that represents the match
degree of a phoneme pair (a special null phoneme is included
to allow insertions and deletions). P (Qˆ|Q) is then computed
as accumulation of the match degrees of the phoneme pairs of
Q and Qˆ, which is obtained from a forced alignment.
Just like SPM, soft match suffers a bias problem in confi-
dence estimation; therefore the two-step optimisation approach
should be applied here as well.
D. SPM and soft match combination
Comparing SPM and soft match, we note that they deal
with pronunciation uncertainty differently: SPM operates on
the lexical level (acoustic information is not considered; the
pronunciation model is trained on the lexicon and captures
common patterns across different words) while soft match
deals with acoustic variation (lexical information is not consid-
ered; the confusion matrix is trained on transcribed speech).
Therefore, we might expect to obtain further improvements
by combining them. A simple way to do this is to apply soft
match when conducting SPM-based detection, and integrate
the pronunciation confidence and match confidence with the
lattice-based confidence as follows,
c(d) = c1−γ−µlat c
γ
pronc
µ
match. (26)
This integration approach tends to cause many false alarms,
because such a wide range of pronunciation variety is allowed.
In addition, the composite confidence tends to be more biased
than that of either SPM or soft match alone, which makes
it unlikely to be fully compensated by a linear remedy. A
possible solution is to constrain the variety and allow just one
sort of variation: either that caused by SPM or that caused by
soft match. This equates to conducting SPM and soft match
detection individually, then merging the detections found by
the two systems: overlapped detections are merged as a single
detection, and the highest confidence is assigned to the merged
detection. We call this the combination approach.
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IV. JOINT-MULTIGRAM MODEL-BASED SPM
The stochastic pronunciation model must estimate the pro-
nunciation probability distribution P (Q|K). Multiple pronun-
ciation dictionaries [42], [43] could be used, but would of
course only be able to estimate P (Q|K) for in-vocabulary
words. In this paper, we propose to use a joint-multigram
model (JMM) as the stochastic pronunciation model, since it
can estimate P (Q|K) for any word or term.
A. JMM-based 1-best pronunciation prediction
The joint-multigram model, proposed by [51], has been
demonstrated to be superior to other models for LTS, e.g.,
[31], [52]. Motivated by the idea that writing and speaking
are independently derived from an underlying hidden process
of human language, a joint-multigram model represents a
probability distribution over sequences of phoneme-grapheme
joint units.
Following the notation of Bisani and Ney [53], we call a
grapheme-phoneme joint unit a graphone, denoted by u =
(g˜, q˜) where g˜ and q˜ are the grapheme and phoneme com-
ponent of u respectively. Both g˜ and q˜ contain a sequence of
symbols whose length is from Nmin to Nmax. With graphones
defined, the joint probability of spelling G and pronunciation
Q can be written in graphones U as:
P (G,Q) =
∑
U ;G(U)=G,Q(U)=Q
P (U) (27)
=
∑
U ;G(U)=G,Q(U)=Q
P (u1, u2, ..., uK) (28)
where U is the concatenation of u1, u2,...,uK , and G(U)
and Q(U) denote the grapheme and phoneme component of
U , respectively. The task of pronunciation prediction is then
formulated as follows:
Qˆ(G) = argmax
Q
P (G,Q) (29)
= argmax
Q
∑
U ;G(U)=G,Q(U)=Q
P (U). (30)
Similar as [31], [52], we factor p(U) into graphone n-grams:
P (U) =
|U |∏
j=1
P (uj |hj) (31)
where |U | is the length of the graphone sequence U , hj is the
graphone history of uj .
To improve the prediction accuracy, we extend the basic
algorithm in two ways: insertion compensation to compensate
for long pronunciations; backward decoding to make use of
right-context dependence [54].
We trained and tested the JMM on the dictionary used by the
AMI RT05s LVCSR system [55], with 36575 words randomly
selected out for training, 4064 words for parameter tuning
and 8000 words for evaluation. Various graphone sizes (Nmin
and Nmax) and n-gram models were examined, and various
smoothing techniques for the n-gram model were explored.
The experimental results show that the best performance is
obtained when setting Nmin = 1 and Nmax = 2 when
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Fig. 3. The results of JMM-based n-best pronunciation prediction in terms of
n-best WER. An n-best error means none of the n-best predictions is correct.
applying a 4-gram graphone model smoothed by Kneser-Ney
discounting and interpolation. Details of the experiments and
results can be found in [54].
The experimental results of 1-best pronunciation prediction
are shown in Table II, in terms of word error rate (WER).
For comparison, performance using a class and regression tree
(CART) model – the default method for LTS used by the
Festival speech synthesis system [56] – is reported as well.
JMM generally outperforms the CART.
B. JMM-based n-best pronunciation prediction
Now we employ the JMM to predict n-best pronunciations.
The method is to keep n paths in each step when searching
for pronunciations, and then chose the n pronunciations with
highest confidence when the search is complete.
The confidence of a pronunciation Q is defined as the
probability P (Q|G), which can be derived from the posterior
probabilities of the paths that correspond to Q in the decoding
lattice constructed in the search process:
P (Q|G) =
∑
G(U)=G,Q(U)=Q P (U)∑
U ′⊆<(K) P (U ′)
(32)
where <(K) stands for the decoding lattice for term K and
P (U) denotes the probability of graphone path U in <(K).
The results of the n-best pronunciation prediction are shown
in Fig. 3. From this figure, we can see that correct pronunci-
ation of most terms is found within the top few candidates in
the n-best list.
TABLE II
RESULTS OF 1-BEST PRONUNCIATION PREDICTION
Model WER (%)
CART 35.2
joint multigram 33.2
+ insertion compensation 32.7
+ reverse decoding 31.3
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C. JMM-based stochastic pronunciation model
We now use the JMM to predict pronunciations for spoken
term detection, by defining
P (Q|K) = P (Q|GK) (33)
where GK denotes the spelling of the search term K.
SPM requires all possible pronunciations to be considered
during term search (because we are effectively integrating out
a hidden variable), whereas the JMM is only able to provide
an n-best list. Considering that memory and computation
requirements increase with n, and looking at the results in
Fig. 3, we chose n=50 and assumed that this is equivalent in
practice to considering all possible pronunciations.
V. EXPERIMENTS
A. Experimental settings
We selected the meeting domain in which to conduct our
experiments because there are realistic applications for STD in
this domain (e.g., search and indexing involving novel terms),
large amounts of speech are available and ASR in this domain
is challenging.
To ensure the OOV terms in the experiment have similar
properties to genuine novel terms that could be expected in
a real application, we defined OOV terms strictly as: those
containing no words listed in the dictionaries of the ASR sys-
tem or of the term detector, and not appearing in the training
material for either the acoustic or language models. To create a
list of OOV terms, we compared the AMI dictionary (recently
created, in active use and so assumed to represent current
usage) and the COMLEX Syntax dictionary v3.1 (published by
LDC in 1996 and therefore historical from a STD perspective).
We selected 412 terms from the AMI dictionary that do not
occur in the COMLEX dictionary. We also added another 70
artificial OOV terms (which occur more frequently) that are
plausible search terms. This results in 482 search terms having
a total of 2736 occurrences in the evaluation data. These terms
were removed from the system dictionaries; furthermore, all
utterances and sentences that contain these terms were deleted
from the speech and text training corpora. This ensures that
they were entirely unseen during system training and tuning.
The speech data used in this work for acoustic model (AM)
training, system development and performance evaluation are
from multi-participant meetings recorded in several institutes,
including the International Computer Science Institute (ICSI),
the National Institute for Standards and Technology (NIST),
the Carnegie Mellon University Interactive Systems Labora-
tory (ISL), the Linguistic Data Consortium (LDC), the Virginia
Polytechnic Institute and State University (VT) and partners
of the AMI project. The speech recorded using individual
head-mounted microphones (known as the IHM condition) was
used. After OOV purging, 122744 utterances (80.2 hours) of
speech was available to train the AM. The RT04s develop-
ment set was used for parameter tuning. The evaluation set
comprised the RT04s and RT05s eval sets and a new meeting
corpus recorded recently at the University of Edinburgh in the
AMIDA project, totalling 11 hours of speech.
TABLE III
STD PERFORMANCE USING CART VS. 1-BEST JMM
Model for LTS ATWV max-ATWV
CART 0.2126 0.2607
1-best JMM 0.2761 0.2770
The text corpus used to train the language model (LM)
was kindly provided by the AMI project and is the same as
used by the AMI RT05s large vocabulary continuous speech
recognition (LVCSR) system [55]. It contains text from various
sources such as news and transcripts of speech corpora, plus
a large amount of text collected from the web, totally 521.4
million words after OOV purging. A 50k word dictionary from
the AMI project (also OOV purged) was used to convert the
word-based text corpus to a phoneme-based one. The same
dictionary was also used to train the joint-multigram model
following the procedure discussed previously. This JMM was
then used as the stochastic pronunciation model to predict
pronunciations for OOV terms.
We built a phoneme-based STD system. The ASR subsys-
tem was built using the speech and text data described above.
The acoustic models were 3-state triphone HMMs employing
conventional 39-dim MFCC features, with cepstral mean and
variance normalisation (CMN + CVN) applied. A 6-gram
phoneme LM was used to perform speech decoding (this LM
order was selected empirically). The averaged density of the
resulting lattices is 805 nodes per second.
The HTK toolkit was used to train the acoustic models
and transcribe speech to lattices and the SRI LM toolkit was
used to train graphone and phoneme n-gram models. The term
detector was implemented with Lattice2Multigram generously
provided to us by the Speech Processing Group, FIT, Brno
University of Technology. Term-dependent normalisation [46]
was applied in all experiments. The metrics used to evaluate
STD performance are ATWV and DET curves; ATWV values
with the optimal balance of Pmiss and PFA are presented as
well, denoted by max-ATWV.
B. STD using 1-best prediction from a joint multigram model
We first examine STD performance with 1-best pronun-
ciations predicted by the joint-multigram model. The term
search is based on exact match, i.e., no mismatch is allowed.
For comparison, the same experiment is conducted with the
CART model implemented in Festival. The ATWV results
are shown in Table III, which show that the JMM-based
pronunciation prediction clearly outperforms the CART-based
prediction in OOV STD. A pairwise t-test shows the this
improvement is statistically significant (p < 0.001). The JMM
1-best system based on exact match is the baseline in the
following experiments.
C. STD with SPM
In this section we test the SPM approach. As a special case,
we first examine the performance with n-best pronunciations
predicted by the JMM. Various values of n are examined, and
for each n, a pruning threshold η on prediction confidence is
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Fig. 4. STD performance using n-best pronunciation predictions from the
JMM. Each curve represents the ATWV results for a particular value of n,
as the confidence pruning threshold η is varied.
applied to remove unlikely pronunciations. The ATWV results
are shown in Fig. 4, from which we can see that the 5-best
prediction with η = 1.4 gives the best performance. A t-test
shows that all the n-best systems (for n > 1) significantly
outperform the 1-best system (p < 0.01).
Now we extend the n-best approach to a full SPM treat-
ment. In theory, SPM considers all possible pronunciations
in term search; in practice, however, resources are limited
and performance gains with too many pronunciations become
marginal, so we just consider the best 50 pronunciations in
experiments, assuming that this is a sufficient approximation to
the full distribution over all pronunciations. This assumption is
supported by the results in Fig. 3, in which we can see clearly
that little additional improvement is obtained by considering
pronunciations more than 50.
The two-step optimisation approach discussed in III-B is
applied to optimise the interpolation factors and the linear
remedy with the development set, which shows that γ = 0.98
is the optimal setting.
The results are shown in Table IV. We can see that in terms
of ATWV, the SPM-based system substantially outperforms
the baseline system which is based on 1-best prediction, and
the 5-best system which is based on 5-best prediction. A t-
test shows the SPM-based system performs significantly better
when compared with both the 1-best system (p < 10−5) and
the 5-best system (p < 10−4).
TABLE IV
STD RESULTS FOR 1-BEST VS. 5-BEST VS. SPM
System ATWV max-ATWV FOM
baseline 0.2761 0.2770 38.89
5-best 0.3028 0.3040 41.30
SPM 0.3415 0.3586 46.87
Fig. 5 shows the DET curves of the 1-best, 5-best and the
SPM-based systems. We can see that the SPM-based system
systematically outperforms the other two systems in the entire
operation area. A particular interesting point is that even with
a low FA probability, SPM still works well, although it is
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Fig. 5. DET curves for 1-best vs. 5-best vs. SPM.
reasonable to hypothesise that more false alarms might be
caused. This result indicates that SPM is a ‘safe’ approach
to addressing lexical diversity: it finds more term occurrences
but does not reduce detection accuracy.
D. STD with soft match
For soft match, we compensate for both insertions, dele-
tions and substitutions, and found that compensating only
for substitutions provided the best performance improvement.
This might be attributed to the fact that allowing all kinds of
mismatches produce too many false alarms, and the heteroge-
nous match confidence produces bias that is more difficult to
remedy. For that reason, we just allow substitutions in our
soft match approach, and control the maximum number of
substitutions allowed.
The two-step optimisation approach is applied to optimise
the interpolation factor µ and the linear remedy, which shows
that µ = 0.99 is the optimal setting in spite of the maximum
number of substitutions allowed.
The results are shown in Table V where the maximum
number of substitutions allowed is shown in brackets. We
can see that soft match generally improves STD performance
substantially over the baseline system (which is based on exact
match). A t-test shows that the improvement with soft mach is
always statistically significant (p < 0.01 with any of the three
soft match -based systems). Comparing the three soft match
systems, we find that the FOM and max-ATWV values can be
increased by allowing more substitutions, indicating that the
ideal performance of the system has been improved. However
it is the system that allows maximum one substitution reports
the best ATWV, which suggests that in practice, a suitable
threshold is more difficult to find by parameter tuning if the
pattern of mismatch becomes complex.
The DET curves of the soft-match based systems are shown
in Fig. 6; for comparison, the baseline system (1-best predic-
tion, exact match) and SPM-based systems (50-best prediction,
exact match) are also presented. We find that soft match
performs the best when the FA probability is high; however,
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TABLE V
STD RESULTS FOR EXACT MATCH VS. SOFT MATCH
System ATWV max-ATWV FOM
baseline 0.2761 0.2770 38.89
soft match(1) 0.3468 0.3617 47.25
soft match(2) 0.3415 0.3812 49.73
soft match(3) 0.3421 0.3827 50.35
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Fig. 6. DET curves for baseline vs. SPM vs. soft match.
in the area of a low FA probability, soft match performs much
worse than SPM, even than the baseline. This is somewhat
expected, as soft match allows pronunciation variants with
little constraint so that pronunciations may be considered
even if they are totally impossible. SPM, on the contrary, is
constrained by pronunciation rules (represented by the JMM
model) and hence only considers those ‘legal’ pronunciations.
This explains why SPM shows a good performance at various
hit/FA rates, while soft match works only when the FA
probability is high.
E. SPM and soft match combination
SPM and soft match deal with pronunciation uncertainty
in different ways and display different behaviours (seen in
the DET curves), which suggests system combination. As
presented in Section III-C, either an integration approach or
combination approach can be used to combine these two
techniques. The ATWV results are shown in Table VI. We
can see that the integration approach performs rather poor,
for which the reason we have discussed already. With the
combination approach, which is a constrained version of the
integration approach, significant performance improvement is
attained (p < 0.01). This applies to the combination with all
the three soft match -based systems.
Fig. 7 shows the DET curves of the systems based on SPM
and soft match, and their combination. We see clearly that
the combination system performs better than each individual
system in all the operation area. This suggests the combination
approach is also a safe technique to enhance OOV STD.
For simplicity, we just present the soft match -based system
TABLE VI
STD RESULTS FOR SPM AND SOFT MATCH COMBINATION
System Approach ATWV max-ATWV
SPM+soft match(1) integration 0.0555 0.1727
SPM+soft match(1) combination 0.3762 0.3795
SPM+soft match(2) combination 0.3768 0.3918
SPM+soft match(3) combination 0.3758 0.3849
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Fig. 7. DET curves for baseline vs. SPM vs. soft match vs. SPM+soft match.
allows maximum one substitution in Fig. 7, but this conclusion
applies to all the three soft match -based systems.
VI. CONCLUSION
We have presented a stochastic pronunciation modelling
approach for STD which is able to deal with the pronunciation
uncertainty of OOV terms. Compared to the conventional
soft match approach, which only compensates for acoustic
pronunciation variation, the SPM approach can handle lexical
deviation which arises from inconsistent pronunciations of
OOV terms. We experimented with an SPM approach based
on a joint-multigram model and compared it with the soft
match approach. Experimental results show that the SPM is
superior to soft match when the FA probability is low; this is
the most interesting region of operation for many applications.
Furthermore, we demonstrated that the two techniques are
complementary and their combination gives additional perfor-
mance gain.
One future work is to refine the pronunciation model.
Although the joint-multigram model performs well, the true
distribution of pronunciations for OOVs is undoubtedly com-
plex, because it arises from the behaviour of speakers when
they guess the pronunciation of less familiar words. We are
exploring a new pronunciation model based on a condition
random field (CRF); preliminary results are encouraging.
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